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“Dude, Watch your Temper! said the Woman in the Crowd” 

“Have compassion for everyone you meet even if they don’t want it.   

What seems conceit, bad manners or cynicism is always a sign 

Of things no ears have heard, no eyes have seen. 

You do not know what wars are going on down 

Where the spirit meets the bone. 

Forget your perfect offering. 

There is a crack in everything. 

That is how the light gets in.” 

 

Who wants to go to First Night? Karyn said. 

In Boston? I say 

Yeah….where else? 

But isn’t that at midnight? I say. 

Seriously?  It’s New Year’s Eve.  That’s the point! 

But what about the kids?  Can they handle it? 

Oh, I’m sure they can handle it; the question is - can you? 
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Me?  I’m a night owl!  Which was a lie.  I can barely stay up past 9pm anymore. 

 

But the challenge was on.   

A million people in frigid downtown Boston at midnight?  No problem. 

Kids still little enough (because this was few years ago) that there capable 

Of big screaming Job-like tantrums and needing snacks for any car ride  

Or walk longer than 10 minutes?  No problem. 

Pushing a stroller between giant ice sculptures and drunk college kids?   

No problem. 

But what was a problem was my temper, a word from – are we ready? –  

The Latin Temperare, which means to ‘restrain oneself.’ 

And what was provoking my temper that day?  Who knows -  

Congealed eggs in the frying pan.  Too many unanswered emails. 

Sermon a tenth done and no where close to feeling inspired.   

A child who pushed the second attempt at breakfast back across the counter.  

The specifics matter less than that visceral sense of heat building up 

From the chest and up through the neck and into the face to the ends 

Of whatever hair you have left, giving rise to those descriptions: 

Oh, he’s a real hot head; blowing your top; losing your cool. 

Interesting how apt those descriptions are, now that we think about it. 

 

And even though it is only New Year’s Eve morning, 

I know I am already hot that day, like a fragile little clay pot 

In the hot oven that is liable to snap and break in the heat.   

This I know because after the second breakfast was pushed back at me I felt the 

BIG DAD VOICE I learned from my dad and his dad before him rise 

Up from some subterranean part of my soul and up out through my mouth, 
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which provoked tears in said children,  

and then guilt on my part and promises to myself and them to ‘control my temper’ 

and learn to temperare, restrain myself… 

a promise that holds until the next minor or not so minor frustration heats us up, 

this cycle repeated over and over. 

Sound familiar? 

  

And it’s familiar because we have all probably been carefully taught to ‘be nice,’ 

Which in our culture often means to not express anger, 

A fact that can become especially problematic because when you’re carefully 

taught to ‘be nice’ what you are going to do but try to push that anger down so one 

can see, 

Because to feel anger and have conflict, we’re told, is wrong. 

 

Which, by the way, is what we learn so often at church and from religion, 

To repress anger, 

Because in anxious times, terror times (pray for France) many of us think 

That church and spirituality ought to be a sanctuary from conflict, 

And that everyone needs to be unfailingly nice, 

And when they’re not, because people are people, or when you’ve pushed 

That anger down,  

no surprise that we feel superficial (fake smiles!), or exhausted, 

or eaten up alive inside, 

because “if anger is said to destroy, so too can the repression of anger” (Anthony 

Robinson quote) 

So what I am saying?  Should anger be one of our new UU principle? 
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Does the magnate on our fridge preach the sermon: “Don’t go to bed angry,” it 

says.  “Stay up and fight!” 

Maybe.  There are worse sermons. 

 

But now it is time to load the family in the car for First Night Fun! 

Everyone has had their naps, except for yours truly, which was unwise at best, 

And dangerous at worst, 

Because maybe like you, when I’m tired the anger in me seems to get energized, 

Which is ironic and proof that God has a sense of humor. 

 

Interesting side note here mid-sermon: 

Guess what one of the most frequently mentioned emotions is in the Hebrew 

Bible?  Anger. 

And would you believe that the Hebrew word translated as anger is used 170 times 

with reference to God, 

But only 40 times with reference to humans? 

God doesn’t seem to censure or suppress anger at all.   

So how come we do? 

 

But this day is long before, years before, the Worship Associates at UUAC 

Selected Anger: the Practice of Righteousness as our January, 2015 worship 

theme, 

So in my spiritual immaturity of this time years ago I think that all I have to  

Do is keep saying nice words, as if saying them will make them come true, 

And drive my anger and its cousins underground. 

Oh, look at that Prius that just cut me off.  Did you see how nice the paint job was! 

Oh, look how the windshield wiper fluid just ran out even though 
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I know I just paid the garage to check all the fluids, which I know because 

I have the receipt.  That’s ok.  They are so busy over there! 

And what’s that?  You need to go the bathroom honey?  Even though 

You went 14 minutes ago?  No problem at all, sweetums.   

Let me just find a filling station where I have to (no, get to!) spend $2.50 on mints I 

don’t need because only customers can use the restroom.   

Mmmm, aren’t these mints nice! 

Happy!  Happy face!  Look at daddy smile in the review mirror! 

 

But let’s be honest.  I’m stuffed so full of little frustrations and annoyances 

that on the outside I may look slim and trim 

but on the inside I feel I’ve swallowed whole chunks of annoyance, 

whole buffet tables of frustration. 

And – let’s be real – what I’m stuffing down is nothing compared to  

What Job had to deal with. 

Or Ferguson. 

Or the outrage happening in response to the terror in France this week. 

 

Which is to say, what I’m feeling isn’t righteous anger. 

This kind of petty suburban anger -  to quote a Board member from our meeting 

this week –  

is wrong-teous anger. 

Which only makes me feel more guilty and repressed, 

And stuffing it down further and further, 

The steam in me building and building. 

 

This is one dangerous Reverend we have on our hands, isn’t it? 
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Which is why I knew it was a bad idea to take the ‘T.’ 

“Don’t drive angry” says Bill Murray to the groundhog in the movie “Groundhog 

Day.” 

He might have also said the same about riding public transport. 

But Karyn says it’s the only way in, and she’s right,  

even though I don’t and won’t admit it, 

Because so often what we mean by righteous anger is  

Not making the world a more righteous place, 

But instead about us feeling righteous in the world. 

You hear the difference? 

And people like this angry reverend don’t want to make it easy 

On his spouse. 

No, he wants to be right.   

“Driving in would be so much easier; I can find parking.” 

“No it isn’t and no you can’t.” she says. 

“You never give me credit.”   

Oh good grief.  Just trust me. 

Fine. 

Fine. 

Fine. 

 

So we’re on the T.  With everyone else in Massachusetts.  And we have a stroller. 

Fun times.  Yeah, Ring In Those Wild Bells.  Happy New Year.  Yeah. 

The angry Rev. glares at his spouse.  This is easier? 

She glares back, eyes saying:  Don’t even. 

Until finally we get to our stop at Arlington Street, 

A stop I knew well from my seminary days because I would often try 
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To go to the famous UU church there, Arlington Street Church. 

How different the Sunday mornings were then to this moment, I’m thinking. 

All Spirit of Life and Go Now in Peace and Dona Nobis Pacem and I’ve Got Peace 

Like a River…ahhh. 

But now, here at First Night, the soundtrack is more like the running of the bulls, 

As if the hard rock band Guns N Roses is singing ‘Welcome to the Jungle’ right in 

my ear. 

More steam building.  The masses of people flood up the flights of stairs. 

I’m carrying a stroller…with a child in it…who is now asleep.  How in God’s 

sweet earth can she be napping now?   

The jealousy makes me even more steamy.   

 

In a book I highly commend us – Anger: Your Spiritual Ally – author Andrew 

Lester makes the point that anger is part of our God-given make-up, part of the 

creation we call good, 

And what anger is…is a response to some kind of threat – sometimes a physical 

threat, 

But most often a psychological one, 

As in: I’m scared; I’m overwhelmed; I’m not feeling respected;  

No one understands how I feel; no one notices me; I’m exhausted. 

And part of what it means to respond to anger creatively is not to push it down, 

But to analyze the validity of the threat you’re feeling…and communicating 

The anger appropriately. 

Oh, how I wish I had read Andrew’s book earlier in my life. 

Or at least had read it in time for that T ride. 

 

Because at the top of the two flights of stairs , a bank of turnstiles in front 
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Of me, and that big spoked revolving door thing to my right, 

and a flood of people flooding around me, and Karyn up ahead, 

and me pushing the stroller the little sleeping angel who I made cry 

earlier that day with my BIG DAD VOICE, 

and me clearly having the right of way toward turnstile #2, 

me next in line and waiting my turn patiently, 

me who real or not at that point in the day, week, year feel like I was always 

having to play second fiddle…to everyone else’s needs but my own (remember, 

anger in response to some psychological threat)… 

 

noticed a body come up on my left, and keep coming in on my left, 

and keep coming in on my left, 

and with her elbow give me a little nudge to the right, 

and with her right leg stride ahead of the stroller, 

and with her right foot a firm step right again the left stroller wheel, 

which stops it and my girl and me cold, so that the stroller 

does a little endow…. 

So that she can slide ahead of us in turnstile #2, without even a glance  

Back. 

 

Well.  Perhaps the only way to describe the tirade that flowed 

Next from our angry reverend  

Is a long steady BLEEEEEEEEEEEP. 

Because it had building all day. 

Because her behavior was rude. 

Because I have pushing down the anger all day. 

And because her act of cutting me off symbolized so many other feelings 
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I feel and you feel – interrupted, cut short, disregarded, not counted, 

Not seen (because in the end what we want most of all is to be seen). 

 

And do you what she said? 

You know what she said by reading the sermon title. 

Read it with me: “Dude, Watch Temper!’ said the woman in the crowd. 

And she was right.  But what I really needed to watch was not how to restrain 

myself,  because that just buries it further, 

but instead to explore what was really going on with me and why, 

so that I could learn how to use my anger instead of letting it use me. 

How many of us have been angry at some moment this last month? 

If you don’t have a hand raised maybe it’s because you are repressing that anger. 

Ask:  When and what? 

How do you remember feeling? 

What was the threat you perceived?  Tired of playing second fiddle?   

Worried?  Anxious?  Feel like the world or God has it in for you (Job?) 

How do you express your anger?  Blow it off?  Bury it?  Express it? 

Was the threat you felt real? 

 

How many of us have seen anger in the world this last month 

When and over what? 

What emotions do you see people expressing? 

What threat do you think they are responding to?  Terror?  Arrest? 

Unfair treatment because of the color of their skin?  Police? 

How have you seen them express their anger?  Protest?  Marches? 

Violence? 
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This month will see us reflecting in much of worship on anger and religion. 

As an article I read this week put it (Tony Robinson, Christian Century), 

“It takes a certain amount of gumption to take on anger 

At a time when some people argue that religion and violence go hand in hand. 

And more than that, it takes courage to offer more subtle explorations of anger 

At a time when a frequent response to anxiety and threat is to censure the  

Negative and embrace the positive, as if saying only nice words and  

Trying to feel only nice things will make them come true. 

Because that won’t work, and because we are tempted to drive anger 

And its co-horts under the pews, 

Let us watch and explore and learn from our tempers together.” 

Amen. 

 


